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First of all this is an interesting paper, describing how a community has developed gov-
ernance systems (norms and values) to establish resilience in a semi-arid landscape
with frequent droughts. The socio-hydrologic community can learn a lot by systemati-
cally analyzing the system and eventually developing a model of coupled human-water
systems. In this respect, I recll the classic study by Stephen Lansing on Balines Wa-
ter Temples. The idea is similar but the places (and climates) are different. I wonder
whether the authors can draw a connection.
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The reviewers have picked up two major points that need substantial revision: 1) stre-
alining the writing/text so that the ideas logically flow: currently there is considerable
dissonance between different parts of the manuscript 2) the second part of the paper
reads like it has been taken out of a grant proposal. It talks abou what will be done in
the next steps of this research. Stylistically, this is not acceptable. The article has to
be about what has been done and not what will be done. What has been learned from
the study so far? The authors should use the same mterial they have but should turn
it around into some distillation of concepts or a conceptual model of the system based
on the analysis so far etc? The authors can take a look at two papers appearing in the
special issue, Kandasamy et al. (2014, already published) and Liu et al. (2014, already
published) for guidance on how to do this.

The reviewers have given many good suggestions - please try and address all of their
comments, and upload a document describing how you have accomplished this in the
revised manuscript. Given the nature of comments received I will most likely consult
with the reviewers once more before making a decision.

Thank you for submitting this interesting paper to the special issue.
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